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INTRODUCTION  
The Real Time Volume Tracking (RTVT) is a web and SMS based warehouse inventory 
tracking system that utilizes an Android mobile application to capture and transmit 
warehouse volumes to the RATIN server. The product volumes are relayed to the public 
through the RATIN website in addition to the SMS query on a cellphone to RATIN SMS 
number. 

 

RTVT LANDING PAGE 
The RTVT landing page is made of  three items, a dynamic map, a trend chart and product 
tables. 
 
The map has place-marks of  existing storage facilities. Clicking on any of  the location will 
produce a pop-up screen with the name of  a grain storage facility, real-time volumes at the 
facility, contact information and a link to the facilities page. A link to a detailed map is also 
placed beside the map.

 
 
The trend chart is a line graph indicating the total volume for every commodity on each of  
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the EAC countries over a period of  one month. 

 
The product tables on the landing page provide a snapshot of  product flow on the system. 
Each product is assigned to a tab that lists five warehouses for every product grade. The 
grading listings are 1 to 4 for wheat while for the other products the grades assigned are 1 to 
3.   

 
The warehouses on these tables can be sorted in an ascending or descending manner by 
clicking on the table headers.  
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PRODUCT PAGE 
The product page has the collective volumes list for each country and links to pages that list 
cumulative volumes for each product.  
 

 
The chart on the individual product page display the volume trend for a given product over a 
duration of  one month while the table below the chart lists all the warehouses stocked with a 
given product. The table columns include names of  the warehouses, real-time volumes, 
product flow volumes as well as the time that these flows occurred. 

 
 
.  
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WAREHOUSE PAGE  
The warehouse page is made of  three sections; 

1. A column with warehouse information, 
2. A chart indicating the flow of  commodities for a period of  one month, 
3. A table of  real-time volumes. 

 

RTVT STORAGE FACILITIES LIST 

This page lists all the storage facilities. The table items can be sorted alphabetically, according 
to their RTVT codes, the country they are located or by their storage capacities.
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RTVT SEARCH 

On this page a user can search the system for storage facilities volumes on specific time. 
The search results will list warehouses matching the search criteria. 

 
 

RTVT SMS 
The SMS queries are used to probe the RATIN database for RTVT volumes.  
 
The SMS queries below can be sent to any of  the following numbers. +254705606666-
Kenya/+256777014800-Uganda/+250786599980- Rwanda.    
 

 Sending a SMS to query the top five warehouses with a given product.   
The SMS format is: RTVT PRODUCT e.g. RTVT MAIZE 

 Sending a SMS to query the top five warehouses with all product volumes 
combined. The SMS format will be RTVT ALL  

 Sending a SMS with a storage facility code to get its contact details and the real-time 
volume on that facility e.g. RTVT RTVTCODE e.g. RTVT RTVTUG008 

RTVT NEWSLETTER AND REPORTS 
The newsletter is generated by the system and sent out to subscribers twice a week on 
Tuesday and Friday morning. The newsletter lists 5 storage facilities for each of  the products 
listed on RTVT. The facilities are ordered according to the volumes held at the close of  
business on Monday and Thursday.  
 
RATIN visitors can subscribe or unsubscribe to this newsletter on the RTVT section of  
RATIN.  
 
 


